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PERSONALLY SPEAKING

Kemp and Hal Johnson

Dear Friends,

Today, it’s hard to find a 
company that 

 isn’t part of a national 
chain or a major corpora-
tion. So it’s no surprise to 
us when our customers 
say how much they 
appreciate working with a 
business that’s been in the 
neighborhood since 1921. 

They like it when a real person answers the 
phone and knows their name. When they stop 
by our showroom, our friendly and courteous 
staff is happy to assist them and to answer 
questions. And, perhaps most important, 
customers know they can always count on us 
for reliable service 24 hours a day.

We are constantly on the lookout for ways 
to make sure we deliver the greatest value 
per gallon. That means making sure we are 
providing the products and services you need, 
whether you are a homeowner or operate a 
business. Our customers count on K.B. Johnson 

for truly dependable 
propane deliveries, but it 
doesn’t stop there. 

We offer around-the-clock 
emergency response — when 
it’s extra important to 
hear a real person on the 
other end of the line — as 
well as convenient services 
like automatic deliveries, 
budget-friendly payment 

options and great products for your home, from 
energy-efficient tankless water heaters to gas 
fireplaces that add warmth and charm.

We’ve been part of the community for four 
generations, but as a family business, we could 
not have survived if we hadn’t exceeded your 
expectations, and we look forward to serving 
you again this season.

Warmly,

Kemp Johnson Hal Johnson
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Delivering the Greatest Value per Gallon Go Tankless, 
Save 

up to $250
We know saving money is 
important — and so is hot water! 
Switching to a tankless propane 
water heating system can help you 
keep energy bills down and hot 
water flowing. 

Tankless 
water heating 
units take 
up very little 
space, and can 
be wall-hung 
almost 
anywhere —
even outside. 
Plus, they last 
up to 10 years 
longer than 
traditional 
water heaters, making them a 
smart investment all around.

K.B. Johnson partners with 
the North Carolina Propane Gas 
Association to save you money 
on the up-front cost of a tankless 
unit with a $150 rebate through 
the Safe Appliance Rebate 
Program. Choose a Rinnai 
model and get an additional 
$100. For even more savings, 

we recently lowered the prices on 
all tankless models! Call, contact 
us through our website or stop 
by our showroom today for more 
information. 

Don’t Try This at Home
We understand. Home improvement projects can be fun and satis-
fying — and can save money. But installing and repairing propane appliances 
should never be a do-it-yourself project because it can be very dangerous. 

Our technicians are all highly trained to run gas lines and safely install and repair 
equipment. While propane is extremely safe when installed correctly, even a small leak 
can create an explosion hazard. 

If you want to install a new appliance or make any changes to your gas equipment or 
tanks, please call us. See our “Ask the Expert” article on page 4 for more propane  
safety tips.

© Copyright 2017 Warm Thoughts Communications, Inc. Reproduced with permission of Warm Thoughts Communications.



Here’s the CASE for Propane:  
Clean, Abundant, Safe, Efficient

  Propane has become the fuel of choice for many people because it is one of the most 
versatile fuels around. This clean, American-made energy source can be used to power 

appliances inside and outside your home — safely and efficiently. And there’s  
plenty of propane to go around because of abundant supplies! 

Propane VS Electr ic i ty

Using a high-
efficiency propane 
storage-tank water 
heater instead of a 
standard electric 
water heater will 

reduce CO2 
emissions by about 

1,700 POUNDS 
PER YEAR.

PROPANE

Older heat pumps 

often supply heated 
air at 95°, which is colder 
than your body 
temperature. No wonder 
it can feel like a cold 
draft coming from 
your vents!*

Propane furnaces 

use multistage burners 
and variable-speed 
motors to pump out your 
heat at a toasty 120°.
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Propane VS Heat Pumps
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Propane is one of the cleanest carbon-based fuels. 

The average propane-powered home reduces carbon dioxide 
emissions by nearly 30% compared to all-electric homes. 

Direct use of propane for space heating, water heating, 
cooking and drying clothes reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions up to 50%. 

Because propane is nontoxic and doesn’t pose a threat to soil 
and water (above or below ground), it is not regulated by the 
Environmental Protection Agency.

The National Fire Protection Association enforces strict rules 
about propane handling, so few accidents occur each year. 

Propane is nontoxic, so tanks can be safely installed 
underground. 

Compared with other fuels, propane is much less combus-
tible. When combined with air, the source of ignition must 
be at least 940º— twice as hot as what’s required to ignite 
gasoline.  

We make efforts to ensure that all of our equipment is up 
to date and carefully maintained. We also make a sincere 
commitment to training so that our employees know 
precisely how to deliver your fuel safely —  and know what to 
do in case of a leak or other emergency.

All of the propane consumed in the U.S. is produced in 
North America.

Supply is so abundant that, every year, our country exports 
10 billion gallons — that’s enough to power four million 
fleet vehicles or 12 million homes. 

Every gallon of propane you buy contributes to America’s 
energy independence.

Having a propane tank on your property gives you the 
ability to store an adequate supply that’s always ready for 
immediate use; you are not dependent on natural gas 
pipelines, which are often so old and undersized that they 
cause supply concerns during periods of cold weather and 
high demand.

Propane appliances typically reduce energy costs, delivering 
better value and comfort than other heating sources.

Propane is more efficient than electricity when evaluating 
the total energy consumed (this includes the energy that’s 
needed for the extraction, production, processing and  
transportation of the fuel to the point of use). Based  
on this analysis, propane is 87% efficient; electricity is  
32% efficient. 

With a clean-burning, high-efficiency propane furnace, less 
than 10% of fuel is wasted in the combustion process. In 
comparison, more than two-thirds of the energy used by a 
power plant to generate and transmit electricity is wasted.

Trebuchet Bold 136 pt 110% horiz scaled Trebuchet Bold 136 pt 110% horiz scaledTrebuchet Bold 136 pt 110% horiz scaled Trebuchet Bold 136 pt 110% horiz scaled

it’s Clean! it’s Safe!it’s Abundant! it’s Efficient!

The United States is now the largest  
exporter of propane in the world because  

we produce more than we use.

U.S. Propane Exports 
numbers reflect exports in thousands of barrels per day
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1709 North Main Street
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526
919-552-5474
KBJohnson.com

Propane • Bulk Petroleum • 24-hour Emergency Service 
Tankless Water Heaters • Grills • Fireplaces 

Outdoor Kitchens
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Ask the EXPERT

Andy Johnson 
service and install expert

Q  The pilot light on my gas fireplace won’t 
stay lit. My neighbor told me there might 
be something wrong with my thermocouple. 
How can I fix it?

A It’s probably not your  
 thermocouple. Most of the 

time, this problem is the result of a 
dirty pilot tube. We often get calls 
about this in the fall, when people 
begin to use their fireplaces. Dust 
and debris collect in the tube when 
it isn’t being used, and it needs to 
be cleaned. We recommend getting 
your gas fireplace inspected and 
cleaned every year to ensure that 
it’s working properly all season.

H ave you seen our pink truck lately? 
 Since 2009, we’ve been partners with 

Susan G. Komen for the Cure’s North 
Carolina Triangle to the Coast affiliate, 
helping to raise awareness and funds to fight 
breast cancer. 

Awareness and early detection are the keys 
to saving lives. Our pink truck stands out 
because we want people to stop and think 
about breast cancer — and then consider what 

they can do to help out.
For every gallon this truck delivers, 

we donate a penny to Susan G. 
Komen for the Cure. All those 
deliveries add up! 

If you would like to join the fight 
against breast cancer, you can make a 
donation through K.B. Johnson Oil 
& Gas Company or visit KomenNCTC.org. 
You can read more about our pink truck by 

going to KBJohnson.com and  
clicking the links for “About Us” and  
“In the Community.”

Are You Getting Your 
Fuel Discounts?

We are always looking for ways to serve you better — and that 
includes helping you save money! If you use propane to fuel your home 
or business, you could be eligible for our automatic delivery program. 

This free service eliminates the need to monitor your tank’s fuel 
levels and to schedule deliveries. You’ll also save money. Customers 
enrolled in our automatic delivery plan get 10¢ off per gallon, 
and after-hours delivery fees don’t apply. 

How does the plan work? We use a proven system to calculate 
your needs based on your typical personal use and local weather 
patterns. The system lets us know when you’ll need your 
next delivery. 

Call us today to see if you qualify for automatic 
deliveries — and never worry about running out of 
propane again!

Q  Can I rearrange 
the log set on 
my vent-free 
fireplace?

A Never rearrange 
 the logs on your 

vent-free fireplace. 
The logs are specifi-
cally arranged by the 
manufacturer so that the 
gas will burn properly 
and safely. Changing 
the placement of the 
logs can damage the 
burner and result in 
poor performance, 
soot buildup or even a 
dangerous leak. 

Community Corner


